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Abstract
This case study explores the experience of a Chinese-born postdoctoral STEM
scholar, Miles, who has lived in the United States for six consecutive years. Our
research illuminates Miles’s complex identity-making process by taking a close
look at his language practices and language ideologies. Guided by identity
theory (Norton 2013; De Costa/Norton 2017), we investigated the ascribed
and enacted identities negotiated by this international STEM scholar, and how
these identities conform to, or contradict, his language ideologies. Our findings
yielded three key insights. First, Miles’s social experience resonated with
Coleman’s (2013) concentric circles model in that the difficulties he encountered
in crossing symbolic boundaries ideologically divided ‘foreigners’ like him from
‘Americans’, which in turn contributed to the reification of a marginalised
‘forever foreigner’ identity. Second, on a linguistic level, we learned that Miles
believed in a native/non-native binary opposition and subscribed to a
racialised view towards his ‘foreign’ usage of English. Third, at a micro level,
we found that Miles’s translanguaging practices created transformative
spaces in which he imagined a globally influential scientist identity for his
future. Critically, he questioned English hegemonic ideologies at his workplace
and in academic publishing. In sum, Miles’s status as an international student
during the first five years in addition to his work in a dominantly Chinesespeaking laboratory significantly hampered his socialisation ability, resulting
in a solidification of his ‘foreigner’ and non-native English speaker identities.
Nonetheless, through his translanguaging practices, he also enacted a
competent and critical English language user identity.

Keywords
L2 identity, ascribed language identity, enacted language identity, language
ideology, translanguaging practice, transnational scholar

1. Introduction
The global movement of academics has animated the inflows and
outflows of academic staff in many countries, resulting in culturally
and linguistically diverse faculty communities at many highereducation institutions (Green/Myatt 2011). The prospect of conducting
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cutting-edge research in the United States (US) universities has
attracted a growing number of international scholars to work and live
in the US. However, a notable percentage of these scholars do not
originate from English-speaking countries (Foote et al. 2008). This
population of international scholars working in English-dominant
countries opens an avenue for new opportunities for language and
identity research. The current literature on such international scholars
tends to focus on investigating their experience holistically, that is, by
collectively looking at: their professional identity, their linguistic and
cultural identity and their personal life challenges (Hsieh 2012). Some
literature (Nwokeji et al. 2016) has posited that aspects of international
faculty’s English pronunciation and accent as well as their lack of
ability to provide clarification may hinder their teaching. Linguistically,
international scholars from non-English speaking countries have to
encounter hegemonic English ideologies that sustain a publish or
perish journal culture characterised by publications in English (Curry/
Lillis 2017). This is especially the case for the STEM – science,
technology, engineering and math – field. It is against this backdrop
that we situate our study, which aims to add to our understanding of
language identities of international scholars in the US context.
Specifically, we investigate the language ideologies and language
practices of one male- and cisgender-identifying (pronoun: he/him/
his), Chinese-born STEM scholar. The research questions that guided
our investigation are:
1. What ascribed language identities are reflected in the language
ideologies of an international STEM scholar?
2. What language identities are enacted through his language
practices?
3. How do his ascribed and enacted language identities conform to,
or contradict, his language ideologies?

In this study, we refer to ascribed identity as an identity assigned to an
individual by others and internalised by them. Individuals are
constantly attributed identities by others and how one is positioned by
others impacts their experience during social activities. Consequently,
while some ascribed identities are rejected by individuals, others are
subscribed to by them. The relational nature of ascribed identity means
that it could be both ascribed and achieved. Additionally, we use
ascribed identities to refer to categories that are socially defined and
are often established as social realities (Dong 2018), such as Chinese,
women, Asian. By contrast, we regard an enacted identity as an identity
that is performed or expressed by individuals in communication (Jung/
Hecht 2004). One could believe themselves to be someone, but their
performances in communication might validate or contradict their
beliefs (Jung/Hecht 2004). That is to say, when one uses language in
practice, it creates a space for enactment of language identities different
from one’s ascribed/achieved identities. Further, in this article, we use
enacted identities to refer to emerging identities that challenge socially
established identity categories. Consequentially, our differentiation
between ascribed and enacted language identities enables investigation
of both the relations of and the gaps between the two.
38
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2. Literature review
Global collaboration in the field of STEM brings scholars from all over
the world to work together. The workspaces of science research are
diverse in language, culture, race, ethnicity and nationality. Meanwhile,
English as the lingua franca for work and publication in these
communities complicates the situation because of the complex
relationships between language and power. Canagarajah (2018a,
2018b, 2018c), examines the translingual practices of STEM scholars
at a Midwestern university in the US, and reveals the rich spatial
repertoires these scholars draw on for professional communication,
writing and teaching. Despite their competence in disciplinary English,
these scholars indicated that they were not confident about their
everyday competence in conversational English (Canagarajah 2018a).
Given this reality, we found that the experiences of STEM scholars
outside of the workplace and their linguistic identities beyond the
realm of work needed further exploration.
As observed by Duff (2015), the field of applied linguistics is
fundamentally concerned with transnationalism, mobility and
multilingualism, which they describe as “the crossing of cultural,
ideological, linguistic, and geopolitical borders and boundaries of all
types” (Duff 2015: 57). In line with Duff’s observation, our study sits
at the intersection of translingualism, multilingualism, mobility,
language identity and ideology. Relatedly, Rosa and Burdick (2016)
note that discussions on language ideology have the potential to create
a conversational space that links the analysis of social structures with
the examination of linguistic structures. In agreement with the authors,
we posit that the experiences of transnational STEM scholars who
fluidly travel between social, national, cultural, and linguistic structures
can potentially yield key insights into the construction, deconstruction
and reconstruction of social structures. Additionally, research
concerning their language identities has rich implications for language
education and higher education in general.
As previously mentioned, our study focuses on the language
ideologies of one international STEM scholar. Language ideology is a
complex entity that consists of views of languages and cultures at all
the micro (e.g., individual), meso (e.g., university) and macro (e.g.,
national) scales (Douglas Fir Group 2016). In light of this phenomenon,
we seek to shed some light on the interactions between micro, mesoand macro-level ideologies.
Besides language ideologies, language identity studies also afford
rich insights into individuals’ lived experiences. Identity making is an
ongoing process that reflects one’s past, present and their imagination
of the future (Norton 2013). According to Dong (2018), identities are
both perceived and ascribed. Thus, identity is closely related to the
concept of positionality, which is concerned with (1) one’s “complicitness
with or countering of dominant discourses” (Gray/Morton 2017: 61),
and (2) how one positions themself vis-à-vis others. Within second
language acquisition (SLA), identity researchers have examined the
language identities of a variety of groups of individuals, namely, language
learners, language teachers, immigrants, cosmopolitans, and heritage
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language speakers, among others (De Costa/Norton 2017). However,
despite their large number, the language identities of international
STEM students and scholars remain under-explored in the literature.
We sense an urgency to study language identities of international
scholars in the US due to their substantial number. According to the
data published by the Institute of International Education Open Doors
Report, in the academic year 2018/2019, there were over half a million
international students pursuing degrees in STEM disciplines in the US
(Institute of International Education 2019a). Furthermore, from year
2014/15 to 2017/18, STEM scholars accounted for 41–43 per cent of
all international scholars working in US higher education institutions,
with China being one of the leading places of origin for both
international STEM students and scholars (Institute of International
Education 2019b).

3. Theoretical framework
3.1. Symbolic boundary

Symbolic boundaries are conceptualised by social actors to categorise,
divide and hierarchise people, practices, and even time and space
(Lamont/Molnár 2002). Such boundaries are drawn between groups
to include and exclude individuals, and they often serve the interests
of groups in power and justify the construction of inequalities (Lamont
et al. 2015). We live in a world proliferated by symbolic boundaries of
all kinds: class, racial, gender, national, and linguistic, among others.
These boundary-making processes create unequal power relations
between classes, races, genders, nations and speakers of different
languages. For instance, language is often used as a symbolic border in
school systems to include and exclude students from equal access to
education (Valdés 2016). Put simply, symbolic boundaries are
generally the impetus for social oppression. We venture to add that
symbolic boundaries are not merely abstract concepts on paper in
sociologists’ or sociolinguists’ academic articles, but they create
realities we all live through every day. It is sufficient to say that lay
members of most societies perceive these boundaries, which are
deeply entrenched discursively, as undisputed truths. The participant
in our study, Miles (a pseudonym), grew up in China – a country that
intensively propagates a unitary Chinese identity that differs from
others racially, linguistically, culturally and ethnically (Louie 2008).
With this sociolinguistic reality, we sought to explore the interactions
between Miles’s ideologies and identities as a Chinese national and his
experience as a highly mobile transnational cosmopolitan. Specifically,
the construct of symbolic boundaries guided our examination of
Miles’s language ideologies and language identities, and how he
positioned himself and others accordingly.

3.2. Translanguaging

Translanguaging refers to the fluid and dynamic language practice of
multilingual speakers who constantly shuttle between (named)
40
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languages and modalities, treating their diverse languages as an
integrated linguistic repertoire (Canagarajah 2011). Translanguaging
posits that language separation – essentially a boundary-making
process for social, political and economic purposes – does not reflect
the fluid and dynamic language practices of bi/multilinguals for whom
translanguaging is the everyday norm (García/ Wei 2014). Through
language separation and language standardisation, speakers of
marginalised languages and subordinated varieties of one language
are subjected to unjust treatments and unequal access to resources.
Crucially, translanguaging debunks socially constructed language
borders in order to transform monolingual ideologies that pervade
schools and society.
Translanguaging is also concerned with the multimodal nature of
human communication (García/Wei 2014). Multilingual language
users make meaning of the world by manipulating all semiotic
resources at their disposal. Challenging the structuralist view of
language, this understanding of language practice (1) frees users from
the boundaries and hierarchies among languages and other modalities,
and (2) liberates users from conventional notions of language
competence, which is narrowly reduced to the mastery of accurate
grammar and other static linguistic structures (Canagarajah 2018b).
Consequently, translanguaging practices create a trans-space for
personal agency and social transformation. In translanguaging space,
multilingual language users are allowed to draw on their entire
linguistic repertoire, to think in-between linguistic and social
boundaries, to critically and meaningfully perform their identity and
ideologies, and to create their own lived experience (Wei 2011). As a
result, multilingual users experience constant identity construction
and reconstruction in this multi-layered space. According to Li Wei
(2011: 1223):
It [translanguaging] is about pushing and breaking the boundaries
between the old and the new, the conventional and the original, and
the acceptable and the challenging. Criticality refers to the ability to
use available evidence appropriately, systematically and insightfully
to inform considered views of cultural, social and linguistic
phenomena, to question and problematize received wisdom, and to
express views adequately through reasoned responses to situations.

Consequently, translanguaging practices are aligned with boundarycrossing ideologies, and they seek to transgress categorisation and
division in order to transform linguistic and social inequities. We drew
on both of these constructs to better understand how Miles’s language
practices confirmed or contradicted his language ideologies.

4. Methodology
4.1. Participant

Miles, a Chinese-English bilingual STEM scholar in his early 30s,
identifies himself as male, cisgender. He received his K-12 education,
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in China where he studied English in
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three phases. In secondary schools, he learnt the English language as a
mandatory discipline and a test subject for six years. After that, at
college, he studied English for four semesters and passed the required
Chinese College English Tests; meanwhile, he took some EnglishChinese bilingual chemistry courses taught by Chinese instructors
using English textbooks. He went on to get his Master’s degree in China
after college. During his Master’s, he studied for the TOEFL and GRE
tests which were required for admission to US universities, and he was
first exposed to English-written research publications in his field.
Simply put, the majority of his prior English learning experiences were
test-oriented. Apart from that, he had some experience with reading
course materials and publications in his field in English during his
Bachelor’s and Master’s years. After his Master’s, he came to the US for
six years of doctoral study and completed his PhD degree in Chemistry
at a Midwestern university in 2018. By the time of this study, he was a
first-year postdoctoral fellow at the School of Pharmacy in another
Midwestern university. His supervisor is a US professor who oversees
two laboratories, the first composed by 80% of Chinese researchers
and the other by 80% of US researchers. Miles currently works in the
first laboratory.

4.2. Data collection

There were three rounds of data collection. The earliest data collected
consisted of a language learning biography and journal entries. The
biography was designed to prompt Miles to recall all his Englishlearning experience in writing. The journal was a space for him to
make note of anecdotes and emerging thoughts about language. This
first round lasted approximately eight weeks. The second round of
data collection comprised a 105-minute interview in which Miles was
asked to elaborate on ideas in the biography and journal. The third
round of data was a written response with questions that prompted
Miles to illustrate further his language practices and communication
strategies under academic and social circumstances. Miles was free to
use either Chinese or English, or both languages (i.e. he was free to
translanguage); however, he chose to use Chinese for most responses
and he strictly enforced English and Chinese language separation in
his writings. In addition, the interview data was all in Chinese. After a
Methods

Table 4.2.1. Data set

Data

Language learning biography written by Miles

254 English words and 7,191 Chinese words

Interview with Miles

Video-taped interview (1 hour 45 minutes)
Transcription: 11,987 Chinese words

Journal entry written by Miles

Writing response written by Miles

English 0520 International Teaching Assistant
Communication Skills Fall 2012 course syllabus
Research notes written by the first author

42

3,268 Chinese words

705 English words and 925 Chinese words
1,140 English words
1,397 English words
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reflexive consideration of the data, we acknowledge that the first
author, Mingzhu, being a Chinese speaker, had an impact on Miles’s
language choices, especially his dominant use of Chinese. Data in
Chinese were transcribed and translated by Mingzhu.

4.3. Data analysis

The data were analysed in an open-coded manner using Saldaña’s
(2015) coding methods for qualitative research. For the first cycle, we
read the language learning biography, journal entries and interview
transcript in order to identify emerging themes. At the same time, we
also wrote analytic memos. Analytic memos are research journal
entries which afford a space where the researcher can critically and
reflexively engage with the data and where they push forward as well
as challenge their thinking of and engagement with the data (Saldaña
2015). After the first coding cycle, we designed the writing response in
order to get more data on micro-level language practices. Subsequently,
all data were coded for a second cycle using the following codes:
language border, culture border, nation-state border, translanguaging
practice, agency, investment and challenging linguistic hegemony. For
the third cycle of coding, we merged the codes into two broader
categories: ascribed language identities and enacted language identities
with the aim of answering the research questions. It is worth noting
that the coding process was more recursive than what is briefed here.

4.4. Positionality

Mingzhu is Chinese-born, currently a doctoral student in the field of
Teacher Education at a Midwest University. Although her initial English
learning experience is somewhat similar to that of Miles, their
emotional engagement with English differed, and their language
ideologies and identities also varied. Coming in with different
ideologies, she saw linguistic inequities in the participant’s experiences
that the participant might not have seen himself. Therefore, her
interpretation of Miles’s stories was based on her understanding of
language and power and impacted by her own transnational and
translingual experience.
Peter is an Asian critical educational linguist who works primarily
in the area of identity and ideology in SLA and has worked extensively
with immigrant learners. Like Mingzhu, his analysis of the data was
shaped by his own transnational and translingual encounters as a
result of having completed his graduate work in the US before assuming
the role of a US-based academic.

5. Findings and discussion
As previously mentioned, we refer in this study to ascribed language
identity as an identity ascribed to an individual by others and achieved
by themselves; an enacted language identity is an identity that is
expressed and performed through language practices. Ascribed
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identities are often established as social realities, but enacted identities
are emerging ones that challenge socially defined categories. One’s
identities are multiple and layered, are loaded with contradictions and
discrepancies and always coexist and interpenetrate each other (Hecht
1993). As such, in this section, we present the coexistence of, and gaps
between, Miles’s ascribed and enacted language identities. In addition,
we discuss how these identity gaps emerged.
We will first explore what language Miles was ascribed to and
managed to master, and how they are manifested in his language
ideologies. We believe this will shed light on the relations between his
identity-making and the macro-ideological environment in which he
was situated. In comparison and contrast with Miles’s ascribed
language identities, we then examine his enacted language identities
by examining his language practices. By taking a close look at microindividual linguistic identity enactment, we seek to explore the
bottom-up transformative power of L2 language users.

5.1. Boundary-making: Miles’s ascribed language identities

At the time of this study, Miles had lived in the US for six years during
which he collaborated and interacted with scholars, professors and
students from all over the world. Based on his high mobility (Wargo/
De Costa 2017) and transnational experience, one would imagine his
ideologies of language, culture and nation-state to be boundaryblurring. Nonetheless, Miles’s story is a complex one. Symbolic borders
(Valdés 2016) – linguistic, cultural and national borders – are
entrenched in his ideologies. On the one hand, Miles positioned himself
as a Chinese national who was “fundamentally different from”
(interview) all foreigners (non-Chinese) he encountered in the US; he
felt speaking Chinese touched his innermost self. On the other hand,
he had strong negative feelings towards his perceived accented English.
In the following subsections, we will discuss Miles’s national identity,
Chinese language identity and English language identity.
5.1.1. Chinese vs Americans vs other foreigners: a ‘foreign’ identity1

We made a choice to use
the word ‘American’ to
translate ‘美国人’, but we
acknowledge that using
‘American’ to refer to people
of the US rather than people
of the American continent
has an imperialist slant.
1
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In his narratives, three identity categories repeatedly emerged:
Chinese, Americans and other foreigners (non-American and nonChinese). One interesting note is that sometimes Miles used ‘foreigner’
to refer to all non-Americans, and other times he used this term to
refer to non-Chinese nationals. This inconsistency vividly reveals how
the word ‘foreigner’ is used for in-group and out-group categorisation.
He also pointed out that it was very difficult to make friends with
American people because most of them did not like to socialise with
foreigners (non-Americans). Besides, it was difficult for him to
comprehend when Americans spoke English. By contrast, it was easier
for him to make friends with “other foreigners” (Excerpt 2) and speak
English with them, but they never became his best friends. However,
interacting with Chinese people made him feel comfortable, and all his
long-term friends in the US were Chinese.
Miles believed that language, culture, and nationality all played a
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role in the formation of his social network, stating that “language
directly affects who you choose to interact with” (Journal Entry). In
addition, he noted that language differences made it impossible for
him to become close friends with Americans, elaborating that his
anxiety to speak English with Americans and the lack of common
topics made it difficult to hold conversations that went beyond ‘howis-your-day’ type of small talk. For example, he said that Americans
liked to talk about football, but he knew little about this game, so he
was not able to contribute to these conversations. Additionally, Miles
mentioned jokes multiple times to explain his unsuccessful interactions
with Americans. Thus, it seemed that understanding each other’s jokes
was an important indicator for Miles when it came to interacting in a
social situation, as exemplified in Excerpt 1:
Excerpt 1: I couldn’t understand the jokes

I often couldn’t understand the jokes American people make, even if
they explain to me. Then it puts an end to an initially relaxed
conversation atmosphere. So, it gives me a headache when I get
invitations to gatherings from American friends. I also struggle to
understand English on the phone. When there are people around, I
even fear answering calls in English, especially if I do not know what
the call is about. (Journal Entry, Week 7).

Miles said that whenever he could not figure out the humour of a joke
after being given the explanations, the ambience of the gathering
turned awkward. We could tell from Excerpt 1 that Miles became
avoidant of social interactions with Americans, thus reifying the line
drawn between Americans and himself. As we know, joke-telling is a
performative language practice that assumes the linguistic and
pragmatic knowledge of the listener to understand the joke. The fact
that Miles lacked the pragmatic knowledge of English to understand
American people’s jokes stimulated identity struggle. As is noted in
Kinginger (2013), L2 pragmatics is a site where identity-related
struggle often occurs when students study abroad. Pragmatic
development requires close, regular, and stable relationships in L2
context (Barron 2019), but Miles was unable to form close relationships
with Americans and was mostly in close and regular contact with his
Chinese colleagues, to whom he intuitively felt closer. Excerpt 2
explains how he saw Chinese and non-Chinese people as being
“fundamentally different”:
Excerpt 2: We are fundamentally different

Mingzhu: Do you care about the nationalities of your friends?
Miles: Actually, I do not care about it subjectively, because there is no
difference indeed, but I am afraid of things […], [and] you still feel
your best friends are Chinese. Your Chinese friends feel […] like your
brothers and sisters […]. I think that is a deeper type of bonding.
Mingzhu: You mentioned [in the biography] that this is not just
caused by language, but caused by cultural and racial difference?
Miles: There is also language difference. I was saying that when you
communicate with other foreigners (non-Americans), language
barriers become very insignificant. You can still express yourself. But
in this case, you can become friends, but you can’t become real best
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friends because of the fundamental difference of cultures. The fact
that you are from different countries is a big obstacle in itself.
(Interview).

This in-group/out-group categorisation not only contributed to Miles’s
sense of belonging to the Chinese communities but also to his sense of
isolation from non-Chinese communities.
Lamont and Molnár (2002) posit that symbolic boundaries invite
in-group/out-group comparisons as they “generate feelings of
similarities and group membership” (Lamont/Molnár 2002: 168).
Notably, the symbolic borders drawn between cultures and languages
pervade at ideological (macro), institutional (meso) and social (micro)
levels in both China and the US. At the individual level, the internalisation
of these symbolic boundaries between Chinese and non-Chinese
affected who Miles chose to socially include and exclude, and how
much effort he invested in his friendship with someone from a certain
group. The belief that Chinese people are his in-group members helped
generate intimate feelings towards his Chinese ‘同胞’ (‘compatriots’).
At the macro-societal level, we argue that the social environment and
other social actors in this environment also contributed to Miles’s
‘foreigner’ identity-making. That is, through a spontaneously inward
and outward identity-making process, Miles was ascribed and achieved
a ‘foreigner’ identity. Comparably, Kinginger (2013) reviews research
on the role of identity in student study abroad experience and observes
that student identity negotiation is constrained by not only their
tendency to frame the host culture in regard to their national identity
but also by the foreigner identity ascribed to them in host communities.
Miles not only experienced the American/non-American symbolic
border outside of work, he perceived this boundary as institutionalised
also in academic spaces. Miles stated that judging from his experience
in the US, nearly half of the scholars in the chemistry field were Chinese
nationals, and over eighty per cent of researchers in his laboratory
were Chinese. His supervisor oversaw two laboratories, but most
Americans worked in the other laboratory. It was not clear to Miles
why there was such a division of researchers by nationality. Further,
Miles explained that his professors expected international students
like him to develop strong skills in academic report delivery, but during
social occasions, professors and co-workers held different expectations
as to his English language use because he was a ‘foreigner’. We assert
that the institutional practices that drew lines between American/
non-American further contributed to Miles’s ‘foreigner’ identity.
So far, we have analysed micro- (i.e., individual, social) and meso(i.e., institutional) level contributors to Miles’s ascribed identity as a
‘foreigner’, and in what follows we explore macro- (i.e., ideological)
level influences. As a transnational scholar who lived a highly mobile
life, throughout his narratives, Miles never questioned the nation-state
boundaries, which were one of the major reasons why he was ascribed
a ‘foreigner’ identity and marginalised by Americans. Additionally,
Miles hardly acknowledged the in-group heterogeneity of both Chinese
and American people. He talked about China and the US in a way that
presented both countries as monolithic societies in which people were
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of the same race, spoke one language, and lived in one culture. In our
view, Miles’s narratives reflect ideologies that are aligned with the
political discourse of a uniform China, whose government centralises
the language, culture, literature, history of the Han ethnicity group and
promotes them as a shared experience for all groups residing within
the nation-state boundary of China. Correspondingly, his nation and
language ideologies are also in line with the political discourse of a
unitary US, where the white, English, middle-/upper-class norms
serve to oppress diversities and marginalise minorities.
On the other hand, in reality, being Chinese and American entails
membership of diverse groups, each with its own language, culture,
ethnicity and religion. We contend that this contradiction reveals
symbolic boundary-making and is more of a highly political process
than an evidence-based act. In a nutshell, as a transnational scholar,
Miles’s language ideologies and national identities were constructed
on symbolic borders, which he internalised from border-drawing and
border-constructing patterns at macro, meso and micro levels (Douglas
Fir Group 2016) of the environment he resided in.
5.1.2. Native speakers vs non-native speakers: a Chinese native speaker
identity

Interestingly, Miles believed in the structuralist lines drawn between
named languages. Named languages refer to linguistic concepts, such
as Chinese, English, French, that are considered to be separate
enumerable entities based on a nominal view of language (Makoni/
Pennycook 2005). Subscribing to this ideology, Miles posited that he
would never be able to cross the line between Chinese and English and
Chinese would always be the only language closest to his heart. Excerpt
3 below illustrates that his language ideologies reflected deep
embedded monolinguist thinking:
Excerpt 3: Chinese is like part of my body

I enjoy the new world that English opens up for me, but for language
itself, I do not enjoy listening, speaking, reading and writing in
English. Perhaps my English level is far from the needed level, or I am
too deeply impacted by the Chinese language, so other than the
information conveyed by the English language, I never felt the beauty
of English […]. In contrast, […] my relationship with Chinese is more
intimate. For me, Chinese is not only a tool, but also an irreplaceable
part of my body like my organs. (Journal Entry, Week 5).

Apparently, Miles was a believer of the native and non-native binary
opposition. He positioned himself as a native speaker of Chinese and
non-native speaker of English. Using the metaphor of organs, he
expressed how he considered the Chinese language a significant part
of his identity and his being. Miles’s strong emotional attachment to
the Chinese language resonates with the sentiments expressed by
Hong Kong students who participated in short-term study abroad
programs in Jackson’s (2008) and Benson et al.’s (2012) studies.
Similarly, these Hong Kong students hold intense affections for
Cantonese, which they call their mother tongue. By contrast, they
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claim that they could not be their innermost true selves when using
English because English is not the language that belongs to them and
that they would never become native speakers of English. Noticeably,
both studies report on sojourns abroad which lasted only 6-13 weeks,
but the language identities of their participants resemble those of
Miles’s. As mentioned, Miles had studied and worked in the US for six
consecutive years by the time of this study. A possible explanation is
that the intensity of contact with locals in the L2 context should play a
more decisive role on L2 development (thus language identity
development) than the duration of their stay (Barron 2019). As we
discussed in Section 5.1.1, Miles had always been an outsider and had
limited close relationship with local Americans. Notably, Miles’s
Chinese native speaker identity is interconnected with his national
identity as a patriotic Chinese national.
Rosa and Burdick (2016) observe that language is instrumental for
the construction of national identity. In line with their observation,
Miles believed there was a clear demarcation between the Chinese and
the English languages, just like there were borders between China and
the US. When Mingzhu asked why he wanted to look for jobs in China,
he replied:
Excerpt 4: Stay in the US

Because it is our mother country. It is our own country; I think it is
unquestionable. It is not about why [I want to go back to China]. What
should be questioned is why those people want to stay in the US.
(Interview).

By “those people”, Miles was referring to Chinese nationals who, after
completing their higher-education degrees in the US, intended to
immigrate to the States. We can see from Excerpt 3 and 4 how the
notion of mother tongue and the idea of the motherland are intertwined.
Miles showed strong nationalism and patriotism affiliated with China.
His national identity was closely connected to his language identities
and helped solidify the boundaries he believed in between English/
Chinese and native speaker/non-native speaker. Significantly, he
stated that although speaking English had brought him rich experiences
and economic capital (Bourdieu 1977), he did not enjoy the language
by any means. Further, he thought his English proficiency was hindered
by his Chinese linguistic habits, and it was extremely difficult for him
to reach a native-like speaker proficiency. That is, Miles had a deficitbased view (García/Wei 2014) of his Chinese-English bilingualism.
This finding corroborates with that of Jackson’s (2008) study about
four Hong Kong women who throughout their sojourns abroad viewed
themselves as foreigners, outsiders and non-native speakers (Jackson
2008).
In connecting Miles’s micro language ideologies to the macro
language ideologies of the US and Chinese society, several noteworthy
points emerged. First, underlying his narratives was the assumption
that Americans speak standard English. This notion is aligned with the
discursive construction of a uniform American national and language
identity. Namely, from Miles’s perspective, being an American entailed
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speaking standard English, which rendered language diversity in the
US invisible. Second, numerous dialects and languages are spoken in
China, including Putonghua – the standardised official language of the
nation. Born and raised in a southwestern province in China, Miles
speaks a dialect that differs from Putonghua. Hence, the fact that Miles
equalised being Chinese to speaking ‘Chinese’ is rather telling in the
sense that it reflects the one nation one language myth circulating in
Chinese society.
In sum, on an ideological level, Miles tied national identities to
language identities: his Chinese national identity was connected to a
native Chinese speaker identity, and his non-American identity was
connected to his non-native English speaker identity. Simply put, the
symbolic boundaries between languages were ratified by national
geographic and political borders.

5.1.3. Chinese accent vs. American accent: a racialised English user
identity

In the present section, first we will discuss Miles’s emotions associated
with speaking English. Afterwards, we will examine how these
emotional language identities come into being by analysing two of his
experiences: one is his experience being an International Teaching
Assistant (ITA) who could not pass his university English speaking
test; the other is a memory he recalled from a class taught by a
Chinese professor whose English was complained about by American
students.
Miles consistently described his emotional engagement with
speaking English as ‘尴尬’ (‘embarrassed’), ‘紧张’ (‘nervous’), ‘恐惧’
(‘intimidated’), ‘自卑感’ (‘inferior’), ‘负罪感’ (‘guilty’). He indicated
that he tried to avoid interpersonal (as opposed to transactional)
exchanges with American people because he could not understand
them or he could not express himself well. To exemplify this, he
avoided speaking English in public, and he would never ask a question
during classes or lectures; instead, he would write the questions down
and search for answers online by himself. Why does English evoke so
many negative emotions in Miles? SLA identity studies contend that
emotions are “discursively constructed and connected to identity”
(Wolff/De Costa 2017: 78), and that emotions and power are
intertwined. In Miles’s case, he experienced prevailing unequal power
relations when using English to converse with American speakers and
consequently developed distressing emotional language identities. A
source of these unequal power relations is likely to be the racialisation
(Alim 2016) of non-American Englishes and non-Americanised racial
identities. From a raciolinguistic perspective, on the one hand, if the
kind of English spoken does not comply with white American middleclass language norms, the resulting identities are racialised as the
other, the less. On the other hand, if the speaker cannot be identified
as as American and white, their English is racialised as the other, the
less (Alim 2016). Thus, we assert that Miles began to be involved in a
racialisation process upon his arrival in the US, and this process
induced emotional consequences. In the following paragraphs, we will
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illustrate how Miles was racialised for being an international student,
especially an ITA.
The interview data shed some light on Miles’s experience in his
early years living in the US that could have contributed to his racialised
English speaker identity. He said that he struggled to understand
lectures during courses that required more verbal communication
than just chemistry equations and semiotics; he was often put on the
spot to talk in class but was not able to verbalise his thoughts in
English. Additionally, his experience in the ITA speaking course was ‘
困难很多’ (‘much more difficult’). In most US universities, ITAs from
non-English-speaking countries are required to pass an English
speaking test to be permitted to teach. If they do not pass the speaking
test, they have to take and pass one or two English speaking courses
designed for ITAs. Typically, in these courses, coursework includes
giving presentations and ‘pronunciation correction’. The following two
course objectives (items #4 and #6) from Miles’s ITA Communication
Skills course syllabus are an illustration of the language ideologies of
such speaking courses:
Excerpt 5: ITA Communication Skills Syllabus (Fall 2012)

#4: Improve your accuracy in pronunciation, oral grammar, syllable
and word stress and intonation.
#6: Develop self-monitoring strategies as language learners.

The ITA course constructed Miles and his classmates as individuals
whose “pronunciation, oral grammar, syllable and word stress and
intonation” lacked accuracy and thus needed correction. The discourse
of the syllabus is largely deficit-oriented, thereby racialising and
stigmatising international students’ English practices. On page two of
the syllabus, ITA students are informed that “Passing this course
clears you for teaching” (emphasis in the original), highlighting a
symbolic border between ITAs and their American counterparts
(alleged non-native speakers and native speakers of English). Miles’s
negative experience during this course is another telling example of
deficiency models of ITA preparation at North American universities
where an ‘ITA problem’ rather than an ‘ITA resource’ discourse
perpetuates (Looney/Bhalla 2019). Furthermore, the negative
experience in this course has a long-term impact on Miles’s identitymaking, as is posited by De Costa (2010: 219) who maintains that “[o]
ne can surmise that language instruction is often inextricably linked to
the construction of a certain type of person”. We add that Miles’s
language identities, especially his perceived inferior non-native
speaker identity, were constantly constructed (Norton 2013) by the
everyday discriminatory discourses at micro, meso and macro levels
(Douglas Fir Group 2016). Tellingly, the racialised English user identity
ascribed to Miles was subsequently subscribed to by himself. In what
follows, we elaborate on Miles’s racialised English user identity from
the perspective of English accent.
Miles had internalised the symbolic border drawn between an
American accent and a Chinese accent. Such a categorisation of accents
afforded a hyperactive space of racialisation and boundary-making:
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Miles was constantly attributing these categories to himself and others
while witnessing others doing the same. “[A]ccent, when it serves as a
marker of race, takes on special power and significance” (Lippi-Green
2012: 300). In line with this observation, the next excerpt illustrates
how a Chinese accent was racialised and stigmatised by Miles’s
American classmates:
Excerpt 6: I speak broken English

Miles: I feel I can understand a Chinese professor, but foreigners
complain that they don’t understand the professor’s speech.
Mingzhu: Is it because of the professor’s accent or because of his
lesson designs that they don’t understand?
Miles: Because of accent […] when he talks, his pronunciation and
the connection between words may not be very professional, then
Americans are used to the way Americans talk, so of course they feel
it’s difficult to understand your kind [of accent].
Mingzhu: You think Chinese accent is more comprehensible to you
than American accent?
Miles: Right. Sometimes I can tell their speech is awkward, but it is
easier for you (=I) to comprehend, because you (= I) basically know
what he is trying to express and you (=I) understand his difficulties
(in speaking English). Something like that. (Interview).2

2
The interview in this
study was conducted in
Chinese. It is common for
Chinese language users to
extensively use the pronoun
‘you’ to refer to oneself.

While Miles showed sympathy towards his Chinese professor whom he
believed was ‘struggling’ with similar difficulties with English
pronunciation as himself, more importantly, he also affirmed the view
of his American classmates (“his pronunciation and the connection
between words may not be very professional”), who claimed they could
not understand the professor’s ‘awkward’ accent. Labelling the
professor’s Chinese accent as ‘awkward’ and unprofessional suggests
white normativity ideologies that regard some accents as accent-less,
standard and unmarked while deeming other accents as accented, nonstandard and thus marked and inferior (Flores/Rosa 2015). This is to
say that, under a white hegemonic language ideology, white Americans
are considered to speak the ‘right’ English with the ‘right’ accent, so
they do not have an accent. Further, white speakers are granted the
supremacy and ownership of English to judge who speaks ‘good’ or
‘bad’ English. Correspondingly, we argue that constructing speakers as
accented and unaccented only solidifies symbolic boundaries (and
hierarchies) between white speakers of English and the other.
Interestingly, the American students in Excerpt 5 asserted that they
did not understand lectures simply because of the professor’s Chinese
accent, while Chinese students like Miles had no difficulty
understanding the same lectures. Because of this distinction, we
contend that the Chinese professor is racialised by his white listening
subjects (Flores/Rosa 2015, 2017). A white listening subject (who
incidentally can be of any race) interprets and categorises the linguistic
practice of racialised subjects in racially hegemonic ways and deems
their practice as illegitimate and inferior (Rosa/Flores 2017). For
example, students who are classified as English learners in American
schools – and thus ascribed or assigned a distinct identity – are often
associated with distinct racialised populations. They are also often
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stigmatised as racialised speaking subjects who are “deviant and
inferior from the perspective of white listening subjects” (Rosa/Flores
2017: 628), even when they do not lack proficiency in English. Miles,
as a racialised speaker of English himself, internalised the position of
a white listening subject by accepting the stigma attached to the accent
of the Chinese professor and himself.
In conclusion, Miles had an intensified negative emotional
engagement with speaking English, especially with white speakers
who held power over racialised speakers like himself. This racialised
English user identity was formed through repeated racialisation social
practices like Miles’s ITA course that positioned his English practices
as inaccurate and him as a forever English learner. His racialised,
stigmatised and emotionally negative experiences with English
contributed to his internalisation of a white listening subject who
perceived his Chinese accent as inferior and deviant. Thus, although
feeling sympathetic towards his Chinese professor whose English
accent was racialised by American students, Miles justified their
inferiorisation of the professor. As we have argued, language identity
and national identity are entangled. In light of this relationship, we
content that the symbolic border between an American accent and a
Chinese accent made Miles’s a forever foreigner (Talmy 2004).
5.1.4. Ascribed identities: summary

We have highlighted Miles’s three ascribed identities and the symbolic
boundaries supporting the construction of these identities. First, the
lines drawn between Chinese/American/other foreigner at micro(individual, social), meso- (institutional) and macro- (ideological)
scales (Douglas Fir Group 2016) solidified Miles’s forever foreigner
identity. Second, in relation to Miles’s patriotic Chinese national
identity, he attached strong affections to the Chinese language and
achieved a Chinese native speaker identity. Third, we discussed how
being an international student, Miles was racialised through
monolinguist ideologies as racially inferior to other. Not surprisingly,
his experience of speaking English was overwhelmingly negative.
Through constant boundary-making by others and self, Miles was
ascribed a racialised English user identity which he also internalised.
Miles’s ascribed identities are reflective of the monolingualist and
nationalist ideologies in his social environments. Therefore, ascribed
identities, although also achieved at times, are dominated by top-down
ideological powers. In order to paint a fuller picture of Miles’s language
identity-making process, next we turn to explore the bottom-up
process enacted in his language practices.

5.2. Translanguaging practice

In this section, we present Miles’s language practices. In contrast to his
language ideologies which were constructed upon ostensibly
insurmountable symbolic borders, his language practices
demonstrated boundary-crossing, fluidity and agency. As presented
below, through translanguaging space and practices, not only did he
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challenge the boundaries between so-called L1/L2 and native/nonnative speaker, he also problematised institutional and individual
practices that sustained the hegemonic power of English and English
speakers.
5.2.1. Fluid translingual language user: trans L1 and L2

Although Miles did not position himself as a Chinese-English bilingual
in his narratives, there was abundant evidence of his translanguaging
practices, as evidenced in Excerpt 7:

Excerpt 7: It becomes vague whether you are thinking in Chinese
or English
Mingzhu: Can you explain English thinking?
Miles: Because I think sometimes when our brain is processing this
information [readings], it is just using a vague concept. It’s just you
know the meaning, but it is hard to tell whether it’s the Chinese
impression [of the words] in your head or the English impression in
your head. You don’t have to translate to Chinese first to know its
meaning like before. You just read and you know its meaning. It’s this
kind of feeling. (Interview).

The experience Miles shares here is a bilingual translanguaging norm.
In a translanguaging space, the boundaries between Chinese and
English blur and the two languages work as one integrated repertoire
(García/Wei 2014). In other words, Miles demonstrated a translingual
enacted identity. Ironically, the inseparability of the two languages
challenges the language border that Miles ideologically believes in;
Miles’s language practices reflected fluidity not only between two
languages, but also between languages and other semiotic systems
and contextual resources.
Excerpt 8: I always bring a pen and a piece of paper to draw

Question: What strategies do you use when your proficiency in
English makes it difficult to communicate professionally?
It’s very common for chemists to discuss chemistry problems with
the help of drawing out the molecular structures, therefore, when I
need to ask someone for his suggestions on a chemical reaction, I
always bring a pen and a piece of paper so that I can easily describe
the problem that I have […]. When I am sitting in a class or in a
seminar, I almost never ask questions, instead, I make a note of what
I don’t understand and I look them up after the class. (Written
response).

This excerpt shows how Miles made use of social, semiotic and other
resources beyond language in his professional life. In his learning
biography, Miles disclosed that courses that demanded the use of more
semiotic systems rather than English verbal communication were
much easier because he had learnt in China the universal molecular
structures, graphs, diagrams and other conventional semiotic systems
in chemistry. Furthermore, when he did not manage to explain things
too well to his students verbally, he conducted the experiments to
demonstrate its content. Consistent with translanguaging (García/Wei
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2014), where linguistic structures are not the only constitution of
one’s communicative repertoire, Miles also utilised other semiotic,
contextual, social and epistemological (his chemistry knowledge and
experimental skills) resources for professional communication.
Needless to say, Miles was confident about his knowledge and skills as
a chemist and positioned himself as competent in using English
professionally. His competence and self-efficacy not only debunked
the myth that competence equals grammar cognition (Canagarajah
2018b), but he was also able to showcase the transformative power of
translanguaging practices.
To sum up, Miles’s fluid and boundary-crossing translanguaging
practices conflicted with his language ideologies and identities which
purportedly supported language separation and endorsed linguistic
inequalities. The language practices in Figure 5.2.1.1, which is a page
scanned from Miles’s notebook, is representative of the translanguaging
practices in which he regularly engaged.3 As demonstrated in Figure
5.2.1.1, Miles assembled the semiotic systems available to him:
Chinese, English, and chemistry semiotics.
Figure 5.2.1.1. A sample of Miles’s translanguaging practices

5.2.2. Invested and competent L2/English language user: trans-native
and non-native speaker

Part of the figure is
redacted for intellectual
property protection and
ethical purposes.
3
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Miles’s competence in academic communication has a lot to do with
his high motivation and investment in academic English in the field of
Chemistry. He spent much time reading publications in his field,
familiarising himself not only with the latest research but also with
writing in the appropriate register. He disclosed that when he wrote,
he strategically used text borrowing, and he always spent abundant
time revising the paper. He said that his writing was better than
Americans who invested less time and effort in their papers. In
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Excerpt 9, Miles positioned himself as a boundary straddler of the
native/non-native dichotomy through his strong investment in
academic English:
Excerpt 9: It depends on how much effort you put in

Mingzhu: So, you’re saying that you don’t feel much pressure in
writing in English now?
Miles: Actually, I think sometimes I write better than Americans. I
think although [English] proficiency is important, and grammar and
vocabulary are important, it mostly depends on how much effort you
put in it. Sometimes people can’t even be bothered to read what they
wrote, so when you go read it you can find there are so many mistakes
and you don’t know why they could make these mistakes because if
you read it, it’s not clear or coherent. (Interview).

Thus, through active engagement in the academic environment and
high investment in his disciplinary-based academic language, Miles
developed a competent (sometimes “better than Americans”) academic
English language enacted identity, even though he also identified
himself as a non-native speaker. According to Norton (2013), invested
learners often seek to acquire symbolic and material resources. In
Miles’s case, he indicated the importance of publishing in English for
scientists in order to have a global impact:
Excerpt 10: You always have to learn English first

Mingzhu: Why do you say English is the ruling language of sciences?
Miles: I do not have authoritative statistics, and it is just my personal
feeling. For example, no matter whether you go study in Englishspeaking countries or non-English-speaking countries, the first
foreign language you have to learn is English. At least ninety-five
percent of the scientific papers we read every day are written in
English, although the authors are from all over the world. If you
publish in a local language, the impact of your research perhaps is
constrained in that region. (Journal Entry, Week 7).

Miles believed the mastery of academic English was essential for
acquiring an elite status (Preece 2019) in the global science field. He
pointed out that because papers in his field were predominantly
written in English, his ability to write in English determined whether
he could be influential globally. As a consequence, Miles invested in
disciplinary and standard English to acquire the imagined identity
(Norton 2013) of a competent scientist in his field. It is noteworthy he
desired to be a globally influential chemist and not just one whose
professional impact was solely restricted within China.
Although Miles positioned his English as inferior to (so-called)
native speakers ideologically, in practice he believed that his high
investment in learning English had the power to transform him into
an English user who is “better than Americans” (Excerpt 9). His agency
was further demonstrated by deliberately aligning his investment
with the structural demands of publishing in English in order to
become an internationally renowned researcher. Thus, we can
surmise that Miles enacted an agentive, invested, competent and
cosmopolitan English language user identity. His imagined identities
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enabled him to transcend the ascribed native/non-native speaker
boundary and the symbolic boundary that divides China from the rest
of the world as he sought to cast himself as a globally successful
scientist.

5.2.3. Critical and reflexive language user: translanguage power
relations

Through translanguaging practices, Miles not only enacted a
translingual language identity and an invested and competent English
user identity: he was also empowered to challenge the unequal power
relations between English and Chinese, and between English speakers
and Chinese speakers at his workplace.
In one journal entry, Miles documented an ‘official language incident’
in his laboratory. The supervisor of the lab sent an email to all Chinese
scholars, announcing the official language of the lab was English and
that they should speak only English at the workplace. Miles explained
that their lab consisted of 80 per cent Chinese scholars, so they often
talked in Chinese when working together. They discussed work,
chatted and joked in Chinese when they were with Chinese colleagues
in the laboratory. In addition, other international scholars like Indians
also spoke in their own respective languages with each other. However,
when delivering reports or discussing work, everyone spoke in English,
even if there was only one American co-worker present. But this
dogmatic English-only email came from the top because, some
American students who came to work in the laboratory filed
complaints, saying that they did not want to work there because the
Chinese scholars conversed in Chinese. This incident exemplifies how
a white listening subject often imposes English hegemonic ideologies
to silence racialised speakers like Miles. Significantly, this disdain or
fear of non-conformity that white listening subjects encounter while
hearing ‘foreign’ speech is not uncommon. It is also not uncommon to
encounter Americans who “show little curiosity or even basic
knowledge about the world outside of the U.S.” (Lippi-Green 2012:
283). How this ignorance could feed xenophobic ideologies that
circulated within Miles’s workplace could be easily imagined. Crucially,
in Excerpt 11, we find Miles questioning this top-down English
language policy.
Excerpt 11: Should Americans also talk slower and simpler

If you demand people speak only one language [English] because
some people can’t understand, it brings another question: Should you
also require Americans to talk slowly enough and use vocabulary that
is easy enough when foreigners are present, especially when there
are foreigners whose listening and speaking of English is not so good.
I am not trying to argue, and it is true that when there are foreigners
[Americans] in the lab, I would feel embarrassed to speak Chinese
loudly because it is not respectful to others. So, I will give up on
making communication unrelated to work. (Journal Entry, Week 6).

Miles noted that Americans talked “very fast” and were ignorant of the
fact that people might not understand their American accent. As we
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demonstrated in Section 5.1.3, white speaking subjects regard the
English they speak as the right English, so if someone does not
understand their speech, the blame falls on the listener, not the
speaker; conversely, when they become the listening subject, if they do
not understand the speech, it is a problem of the speaker, not the
listener. In their work on the relationship of identity and symbolic
power, Bourdieu (1977: 648) questions the assumption “that those
who speak regard those who listen as worthy to listen and that those
who listen regard those who speak as worthy to speak”. At Miles’s
workplace, his English-speaking colleagues asserted their “right to
speak” and “power to impose reception” (Norton 1997: 411) but
denied that right and power to their Chinese co-workers. As illustrated
in Excerpt 11, Miles enacted the identity of a critical language user
who sought to question the power relations between Chinese and
English language speakers at his workplace. He asserted the right for
Chinese speakers to choose to talk in Chinese, just like the Americans
were granted free rein to speak English.
In conclusion, in a translanguaging space, Miles enacted the identity
of a critical and reflexive language user. He problematised the unequal
power relations between Chinese speakers and English speakers
imposed by a hegemonic English-only language policy at his workplace.
Miles demanded that Chinese speakers like himself had an equal right
to listen and to speak in this inevitably translanguaging space.
Meanwhile, he also critically reflected on his own linguistic and social
practices, questioning how he himself might have contributed to the
boundary-making process in a transnational and translingual
environment.
5.2.4. Enacted identities: summary

Miles’s translanguaging practices are borderless, agentive and critical.
In a translanguaging space, first, he was able to enact his identities as
a translingual user of Chinese, English and chemistry semiotic systems.
He found the boundaries between languages blurred after having lived
and worked in a transnational and translanguaging space for six years.
Second, he also enacted an invested and highly competent English user
identity. His enacted identities crossed the native/non-native boundary
and landed himself on the American side of the border as he was able
to stand shoulder to shoulder with competent academic English users.
His imagined identity as a global scientist also blurred national
boundaries. Lastly, by problematising the perspective of a white
listening and speaking subject as well as his own linguistic and social
practice, Miles enacted a critical and reflexive language user identity.

5.3. Findings and discussion: summary

In this section, we first presented Miles’s ascribed identities in relation
to his language ideologies; we then discussed his enacted identities
through his language practices. On the one hand, ideologically Miles
was ascribed, and subscribed to, the identities of a foreigner (nonAmerican), a Chinese native speaker, and a racialised English language
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user. On the other hand, in practice, Miles enacted the identity of a
translingual user, an invested and competent English user and that of
a critical and reflexive language user.
His ascribed language identities were deeply intertwined with his
national and cultural identities. He positioned himself as fundamentally
different from any foreigner (non-Chinese) and felt inherently close to
Chinese people. Ideologically, he believed in clear-cut boundaries
between different linguistic, national and cultural groups and
internalised the legitimacy of inequities justified by symbolic
boundaries. In that respect, Miles’s ideologies aligned with the micro-,
meso- and macro-level social boundaries that dominate both Chinese
and American institutions and society. If anything, Miles’s six-year
transnational experience had not removed these symbolic boundaries
from him but might actually have helped solidify them. However, in
contrast to Miles’s boundary-laden language ideologies, we see how at
an individual-micro level, multilingual users like Miles are able to
create a translanguaging space that transforms the language experience
of himself and those around him. He invests in his disciplinary English
in order to assume the imagined identity of a globally influential
scientist who transgressed the boundaries between global and local
science research. Moreover, he challenges English hegemonic language
policies at his laboratory by refusing imposed white power and
asserting his “right to speak”. In his opinion, white speakers have an
equal responsibility to dissolve boundaries between languages and
identities. Overall, our findings revealed that Miles’s language practices
did not always conform to his language ideologies. Based on these
findings, we argue that this misalignment reflects the gap between
micro-, meso- and macro-level language ideologies. After all,
transnational STEM scholars like Miles experience porous boundaries
every day; they are highly agentive at transforming socially structured
symbolic borders and social inequities.
The identity gaps identified in Miles’s case reaffirm how language
identity is a constant site of struggle (Norton 2013). We initially
divided Miles’s language identities into ascribed and enacted
categories; specifically, we labelled identities reflecting macro
ideologies of China and US society as ascribed and identities arising in
his micro linguistic practices as enacted. However, our findings were
not so polarised. They corroborated and complexified Jung and Hecht’s
(2004) observation that there is no clear demarcation between
ascribed and enacted identities. This was evidenced in Miles’s
translingual practices and in his ability to demonstrate a competent
academic English language enacted identity. Specifically, we would
like to emphasise the risk of oversimplifying the dialectical relations of
the two in order to highlight identity gaps through a simplistic
juxtaposition of these two identity categories.
More importantly, however, the disjuncture between his language
ideologies and his language practices is summarised in Figure 5.3.1.
The left column presents Miles’s ascribed language identities and the
right column shows his enacted language identities. For each identity,
we selected one or two brief quotes from Miles’s narratives to illustrate
that identity.
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Figure 5.3.1. Miles’s language ideologies versus his language practices

6. Implications and directions for future research
Miles’s enacted language identities did not always align with his
ascribed language identities. The former were more fluid and agentive,
but the latter embodied static and insurmountable symbolic borders.
These discrepancies created a space for critical reflection as well as
room for progress. In light of this sociolinguistic reality, universities
that purportedly embrace internationalisation ought to step back and
consider what it means to internationalise the institution
(Brandenburg/De Wit 2011). To what extent are institutional policies
in place to prepare American students, staff and faculty for the
inclusion of international scholars and students? There need to be
conversations that push back against Eurocentrism, English
monolingualism, racial discrimination, and cultural racialisation
which contribute to constant boundary-making and prolific inequities
every day on university campuses (Lee/Rice 2007; Jon 2012; Guo/Guo
2017).
Regarding professional language practices, the findings in this study
resonate with those of Canagarajah’s (2018a, 2018b, 2018c) on
international STEM scholars. Specifically, our findings challenge
traditional understandings of language ‘competence’ that construct
international scholars as inferior. From a pedagogical perspective,
universities could offer courses that focus not merely on pronunciation
or grammar accuracy since there are far more factors at play in order
to achieve successful writing and teaching in the STEM disciplines.
Central questions for English courses are: Do the curricula and
pedagogies reinforce a sense of non-native speaker inferiority? Are
students’ full repertoire of communicative resources valued? Are
critical and transformative thinking promoted?
More research is needed to explore the everyday lived experiences
of transnational scholars. Especially, since identity is fluid and a site of
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constant struggle (Norton 2013), researchers need to investigate how
their identity-making processes shift across scales of time. Although
STEM scholars are viewed as privileged because of their strong
academic capital, Miles’s experience demonstrates that linguistic
oppression and injustice are also a big part of their lives. We, therefore,
need to take measures to reduce such marginalisation and oppression.
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Appendix 1: Excerpts originally in Chinese and English
translation
Excerpt 1: I couldn’t understand the jokes

比如我经常听不懂美国人的玩笑，即使对方解释也未必能懂，轻松
的聊天氛围有时候便会因此无疾而终。我也因此会对美国朋友的聚
会邀请感到头疼。我也很难听懂电话里的英语。我甚至有些恐惧有
别人在场的时候用英语打电话尤其是在不知道对方来意的情况
下。(Journal Entry)

Excerpt 1: I couldn’t understand the jokes

I often couldn’t understand the jokes American people make, even if
they explain to me. Then it puts an end to an initially relaxed
conversation atmosphere. So, it gives me a headache when I get
invitations to gatherings from American friends. I also struggle to
understand English on the phone, and I even fear answering calls in
English when there are people around, especially if I do not know what
the call is about (Journal Entry, Week 7).

Excerpt 2: We are fundamentally different

Mingzhu: 你在乎你的朋友是什么国籍的吗?
Miles: 这个其实我主观上来说不是不在乎, 因为其实这个也没什么区
别，但是怕的就是你的习惯啊你的潜意识里面是…但是只有那些中
国朋友你才有那种不光是朋友有一种兄弟姐妹的感觉…我觉得那是
更加深层次的一种关系吧。
Mingzhu: 你提到你觉得这不是语言的问题，是文化和种族上的差异?
Miles: 也有语言上的差异啊。我是说的你跟其他的外国人去交流的
时候，这种语言障碍已经很小了。比如你跟印度朋友去交流的时
候，那个语言差别已经很小了, [inaudible] 你也能表达。但是这个时
候你能成为很好的朋友，但是不能成为真正最好的朋友，因为根本
上文化的差别吧。不是文化上就是最直观的差别吧。你跟他不是一
个国家的人本身就是一个很大的障碍。(Interview)

Excerpt 2: We are fundamentally different

Mingzhu: Do you care about the nationalities of your friends?
Miles: Actually, I do not care about it subjectively, because there is no
difference indeed, but I am afraid of things […], [and] you still feel your
best friends are Chinese. Your Chinese friends feel […] like your
brothers and sisters […]. I think that is a deeper type of bonding.
Mingzhu: You mentioned [in the biography] that this is not just caused
by language, but caused by cultural and racial difference?
Miles: There is also language difference. I was saying that when you
communicate with other foreigners (non-Americans), language
barriers become very insignificant. You can still express yourself. But
in this case, you can become friends, but you can’t become real best
friends because of the fundamental difference of cultures. The fact that
you are from different countries is a big obstacle in itself (Interview).
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Excerpt 3: Chinese is like part of my body

我享受英语所带给我的全新世界，但从语言本身来说，我并不享受
英语的听说读写。也许我的英语水平离所需要的水平还差了很多，
也许是受汉语太深的影响，除去语言所承载的信息之外，我几乎从
来没有感觉到过英语作为语言本身的魅力…但是与之相比，我与汉
语的关系则更加亲密，于我而言，汉语不仅仅是一个工具，而且是
和身体器官一样的无可替代的身体的一部分。(Journal Entry)

Excerpt 3: Chinese is like part of my body

I enjoy the new world that English opens up for me, but for language
itself, I do not enjoy listening, speaking, reading and writing in English.
Perhaps my English level is far from the needed level, or I am too
deeply impacted by the Chinese language, so other than the information
conveyed by the English language, I never felt the beauty of English
[…]. In contrast, […] my relationship with Chinese is more intimate.
For me, Chinese is not only a tool but also an irreplaceable part of my
body like my organs (Journal Entry, Week 5).

Excerpt 4: Stay in the US

因为是自己的祖国呀。那是我们自己的国家，这个我觉得是天经地
义，不是说为什么，应该问哪些留在美国的人为什么才
对。(Interview)

Excerpt 4: Stay in the US

Because it is our mother country. It is our own country; I think it is
unquestionable. It is not about why [I want to go back to China]. What
should be questioned is why those people want to stay in the US
(Interview).

Excerpt 6: I speak broken English

Mingzhu: 你有听到外国同学提到这个吗?
Miles: 我感觉中国老师上课我能听懂，但是外国人抱怨这个老师讲
话我都听不懂。
Mingzhu: 外国人是因为老师的口音还是因为老师讲课的方式他们听
不懂？
Miles: 因为口音吧。…就是说他在说的时候他的发音啊他的词语之间
连贯啊他可能就不是特别的专业，然后让美国学生他习惯了美国人
说话的方式的话，他肯定对你这种就是有点难以理解吧。
Mingzhu: 你觉得中国口音比美国口音更好懂?
Miles: 对啊。有时候我确实是能听出他们说话比较别扭吧。但是对
于你理解上来说其实更加容易一点，你大概能够知道他大概是想表
达什么东西。你也能理解他的那些困难呀，这样的。(Interview)

Excerpt 6: I speak broken English

Miles: I feel I can understand a Chinese professor, but foreigners
complain that they don’t understand the professor’s speech.
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Mingzhu: Is it because of the professor’s accent or because of his lesson
designs that they don’t understand?
Miles: Because of accent […] when he talks, his pronunciation and the
connection between words may not be very professional, then
Americans are used to the way Americans talk, so of course they feel
it’s difficult to understand your kind [of accent].
Mingzhu: You think the Chinese accent is more comprehensible to you
than American accent?
Miles: Right. Sometimes I can tell their speech is awkward, but it is
easier for you (=I) to comprehend, because you (= I) basically know
what he is trying to express and you (=I) understand his difficulties (in
speaking English). Something like that (Interview).

Excerpt 7: It becomes vague whether you are thinking in Chinese
or English

Mingzhu: 你可以具体解释一下“英语思维”吗?
Miles: 因为有时候我觉得大脑在处理这些信息的时候他也许是一个
模糊的概念，就是你知道他的意思。他到底是中文在你脑海中的印
象还是英文在你脑海中的印象已经很模糊了。就是读英文你读一句
过去，你不会像以前一样翻译成中文才知道他的意思，你读过去就
知道他的意思了，就是这种感觉。(Interview)

Excerpt 7: It becomes vague whether you are thinking in Chinese
or English

Mingzhu: Can you explain English thinking?
Miles: Because I think sometimes when our brain is processing this
information [readings], it is just using a vague concept. It’s just you
know the meaning, but it is hard to tell whether it’s the Chinese
impression [of the words] in your head or the English impression in
your head. You don’t have to translate to Chinese first to know its
meaning like before. You just read and you know its meaning. It’s this
kind of feeling (Interview).

Excerpt 9: It depends on how much effort you put in

Mingzhu: 所以你现在对英语写作没有多大的压力。
Miles: 其实我觉得我写的时候有时候比美国人还厉害一点。感觉其
实水平固然很重要，你的词汇啊语法啊固然是很重要，其实很多时
候看你自己愿意去下多少功夫。有的人写完东西他都懒得去读一
遍，你去读的时候你就发现这个当中很多错误你都不知道他怎么来
的，你去读一下他这个东西都读不通顺。(Interview)

Excerpt 9: It depends on how much effort you put in

Mingzhu: So, you’re saying that you don’t feel much pressure in writing
in English now?
Miles: Actually, I think sometimes I write better than Americans. I
think although [English] proficiency is important, and grammar and
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vocabulary are important, it mostly depends on how much effort you
put in it. Sometimes people can’t even be bothered to read what they
wrote, so when you go read it you can find there are so many mistakes
and you don’t know why they could make these mistakes because if
you read it, it’s not clear or coherent (Interview).

Excerpt 10: You always have to learn English first

Mingzhu: 你为什么说英语是主宰科学世界的语言?
Miles: 我并没有权威的统计，而这只是我的个人感受，比如不管你
去英语国家还是非英语国家留学，你首先需要学习的外语是英语，
我们每天所看的科学文献保守估计百分之九十五以上都是以英文写
作，虽然那些作者可能来自世界各地的不同角落，如果你以地方的
语言发表文献，那你成果的影响可能只会局限在那个地域。(Journal
Entry)

Excerpt 10: You always have to learn English first

Mingzhu: Why do you say English is the ruling language of sciences?
Miles: I do not have authoritative statistics, and it is just my personal
feeling. For example, no matter whether you go and study in Englishspeaking countries or non-English-speaking countries, the first foreign
language you have to learn is English. At least ninety-five per cent of
the scientific papers we read every day are written in English, although
the authors are from all over the world. If you publish in a local
language, the impact of your research perhaps is constrained in that
region (Journal Entry, Week 7).

Excerpt 11: Should Americans also talk slower and simpler

如果因为有人听不懂而规定只能说某种语言，带来的另外一个问题
是，是否应该规定在有外国人在的情况下，尤其是有英语听力和口
语不好的外国人在的时候，美国人之间的交谈应该用足够慢的语速
和足够简单的词汇以便让所有人都能听懂? 我并非想狡辩，其实确
实是很多时候当实验室有外国人在场的时候, 我会为大声说中文而感
到对别人缺乏尊重进而感觉尴尬，因此会放弃一些非工作必要的交
流。(Journal entry)

Excerpt 11: Should Americans also talk slower and simpler

If you demand people to speak only one language (English) because
some people can’t understand, it brings another question: Should you
also require Americans to talk slowly enough and use vocabulary that
is easy enough when foreigners are present, especially when there are
foreigners whose listening and speaking of English is not so good. I am
not trying to argue, and it is true that when there are foreigners
[Americans] in the lab, I would feel embarrassed to speak Chinese
loudly because it is not respectful to others. So, I will give up on making
communication unrelated to work (Journal Entry, Week 6).
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Appendix 2: Abbreviations
ITA: international teaching assistant.
SLA: second language acquisition.
STEM: science, technology, engineering, mathematics and computer science.
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